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We are a medium sized investment company Egycom

"Egyptian company for technological industries". We are

located in 15 May city, 1st industrial zone, Egypt and a

Production Headquarter in the second industrial zone.

We are dedicated in metal machining and metal forming.

We supply reputable companies with annual production

lines in machined parts and sheet metal components.

We are supplying companies in fields such car making, Air

conditioning, furnaces, cookers, and most of durable

products.

We are Serving industry through machined products and

also tools for others' manufacturing. We are interested in

tooling selection and new tooling technologies, as we

utilize in our facility. We have an excellent knowledge in

tool selection in MCT "Metal Cutting Training" Academy.

We are obsessed in taking this product to the customer

in a professional way. Through courses and academic

studies we can approached that.
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About Us



Vehicles & Trucks

Metal Forming

Springs

Air Conditions

Home Appliances

Our Production In The Areas of:
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CNC-TAKANG is one of the leading machine tools manufacturers in

Taiwan. We have been in business since 1973. The company is

efficiently organized with top engineers with more than 20 years

of manufacturing experience. All of our machines are well inspected

before delivery.

- Our goal is to provide the most stable quality products and quick

services for customers.

CNC-TAKANG main products:

- Heavy Duty CNC Lathes (Slant & Flat bed)

- Precision CNC Lathes (Double Spindle/Double Turret, Swiss Type)

- Conventional Lathes

- Machining Centers (Vertical, Horizontal, Double   Column, High

Speed   & 5 axes)

- Vertical CNC Lathes.



ARIX CNC MACHINES established on 1995.

We are manufacturer for CNC milling machine and CNC lathe

machine.

In the first 10 years, we focus on mold-making customers.

Our V series milling machine has good performance on accuracy.

And in near 5 years, we also focus on dental machine which has

new brand name ARDENTA.

We have sold machine to Germany, France, Italy, Greece, Thailand,

China, India, Australia, Malaysia, USA, Turkey, Pakistan, Singapore,

Norway, Russia, South Africa, etc... more than 20 countries.

Especially in Germany and France, we have cooperate with the

dealers for more than 10 years.

We have ever done custom-made about FANUC or Mitsubishi,

Siemens and Heidenhain controller.

Not included dental machine, we sold about 130 set of machine

every year.

Among 60%~65% of them are sold to overseas markets.

In the past year, we sold about 80 sets of dental machine, mostly in

Taiwan.

Next year, weíll more focus on promoting our dental machine to

global market.
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WTO is a medium size and family owned enterprise, leaded in second

generation and with the headquarter located in Ohlsbach, Germany.

We are specialized in the design and manufacturing of high precision

static and driven toolholders.

According to our slogan "Quality without making compromises"

our strategy is to constantly build on excellence in technology and

quality to serve our market and our customers.

All our products are made "Made in Germany".

About

We are specialized in the design and manufacture of high precision

static and driven toolholders for Turning Centers, Multiple Spindle

Turning Centers and Swiss Type Turning Centers.

Our products are used worldwide in the metal cutting industry

where high precision parts are manufactured with efficiency. Our

customers are found in the whole industry such as endusers,

distributors or OEM's.

Our strategy is to constantly build on excellence in technology and

quality to serve our market and our customers. To guarantee the

highest quality standard, we manufacture our products exclusively

in Ohlsbach, Germany.

Our employees are our best assets. Because of our strong

commitment to quality we employ people with high qualification.

Therefore WTO invests continuously in the qualification process of

new and existing employees according to the latest technology

level.

In our own apprenticeship program we train young workers and

integrate them step by step into the working environment.



Kyocera started 1975 with the production of cutting tools

- today we are one of the leading manufacturers of cutting

tools in the world.

- Our wide range contents various products of innovative

technology for turning, drilling, milling, grooving, threading

and cut-off based on diversity of cutting materials like

carbide, cermet, ceramic, CBN and PCD.

- Especially our I Advanced materials like mixed ceramic,

silicon nitride ceramic, CBN and cermet are rated highly. In

manufacturing Kyocera uses modern precision technology.

- Our tools are designed to the individual need and find

employment in generally mechanical engineering, the

automotive manufacture and their supplier (here e.g. brake

disks, antifriction bearing etc...) as well as in tool and mold

making. Constant advancements (Cell Fiber) ensure for the

fact that Kyocera tools have foresighted answers to existing

and future needs of metal working industry.
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We have a passion for precision.

ARNO-Werkzeuge combines German traditions with state-

of-the-art cutting technologies worldwide. We achieve

outstanding results through continuous research,

development and innovation of ARNO tools. Testing and

exploring new materials allows us to introduce new high-

performance products year after year, that withstand the

wear and tear of high-speed and high-feed machining. Our

modular systems assure enhanced flexibility for your projects.

Customer feedback and team work throughout all

departments is the key to leverage our know-how and to

fulfill special solutions with the opportunity to include them

into our standard program later on.

Our popular and economical drilling systems SHARK-Drill

and SHARK-Cut, as well as the AKB short hole drill and our

large variety of indexable inserts represent our experience

and competence in the field of precision tooling. Additional

products for milling or parting and grooving make our

product range complete.

ARNO-Werkzeuge is well-known for its reliability and high-

performance worldwide.



For over 40 years, we have left it to our

customers to talk about us,

while we focused on improving our product,

quality and service we left it to our customers

to promote us for over 45 years
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We stand for Innovative diamond and CBN tools.

"Made in Switzerland" is not just a slogan for us. We commit

ourselves to precision and product quality at the highest technical

level for more than 40 years.

By combination of technical know-how and most modern machinery

, the WEISS company is your ideal partner.

One of our greatest strength is the production of diamond and CBN

tools in the areas of:

- Turning

- Milling

- Dressing

- Grinding

As one of only few manufacturers of diamond tools, we manufacture

tools with both natural and synthetics diamond.

Our motivation is your additional benefit.






